
Welcome, Baby!
Here are some tips I’ve put together for infants over the years that I’d like to share with 
you. You are all smart and loving parents, but you probably haven’t had loads of babies 
come through your door with different products and problems and questions and 
solutions. It’s kind of a unique position to be in, and so here are some things I’ve 
learned! Please feel free to share anything YOU would like to add. I’d love to hear.

Safe Sleep
You probably already know that you need to lay your baby down on their back for safe 
sleep when they are tiny. They need to be in a place where they can’t roll off, and they 
need to have NOTHING in with them (no blankets, no stuffies, no WubbaNub pacifiers).

Once they can roll over on their own, they may prefer sleeping on their tummies. This is 
fine! If they can roll over on their own, their necks are strong enough to turn their heads 
to breathe. Don’t worry - you don’t have to keep flipping them over! 

If you are worried they are too cold, you can put them in a Sleep Sack, which is made 
just for this and is safe.

And if you want to keep them close to you when you sleep, that’s fine too. BUT please 
please make sure they are not under the covers with you. Or even on top of your covers 
next to you. Because you roll around at night and can either squash them or move the 
covers in such a way that they suffocate. If you want them near you for ease of nursing, 
or just peace of mind, you can get a SnuggleNest or similar product. It’s like a llittle baby 
bed that goes on top of your bed and keeps them safe.

If baby needs a little help falling asleep, invest in a baby shusher. You can either get a 
standalone one or an app on your phone. I find it really does help. Don’t feel bad - you 
aren’t “telling them to be quiet,” you’re playing a soothing sound that helps them feel 
safe and secure like when they were in the womb and there was always a loud, 
consistent noise like that.

Binkies
You know those WubbaNub pacifiers with the cute little stuffed animals attached? Don’t 
get them. Yes, they are cute, but they are NOT SAFE for babies under 12 months. 
Infants can choke or suffocate on them. Please just get a regular binky. Binky straps/
clips are ok as long as they are less than 7 inches long (and therefore can’t wrap 
around baby’s neck in the crib). But to be safe, I put NOTHING in the crib with them 
other than the binky itself.

Wipes
Most wipes are fine, but some are exceedingly thin or exceedingly perfumed, and I find 
them to be a pain in the butt (hehe). My favorite out of all the brands I’ve experienced is 



Seventh Generation. They are thick, soft, easy to get out of the package, and safe for 
faces and hands as well as bums. 

Diaper Cream
Desitin works fine, but once I discovered Boudreaux's Butt Paste, I stopped getting 
anything else. It is a nice, thick cream that goes on easily and smells a bit like 
cinammon. Not all babies need diaper cream, but if you do, try this one!

Bottles
Most bottles I’ve seen have an issue with suction where as your baby drinks, the nipple 
collapses, and they can’t get any more without letting go to let some air back inside. 
While this problem can be helped by loosening the nipple, then I find that they leak. The 
one bottle I have NOT had this problem with is the Momma bottle by Lansinoh. It 
doesn’t leak and your baby can keep drinking until it’s empty. I HIGHLY recommend it to 
reduce a ton of frustration!

Nipple Cream
Well, since we’re talking about breastmilk, let’s talk about nursing. If you are ever sore, 
Lansinoh Lanolin Cream will do the trick. And it’s safe for baby. 

Cold Weather Gear
Keeping baby warm is good, but don’t use a winter jacket in the carseat. It is too puffy 
and increases the risk that the carseat won’t hold baby securely. For outside play, make 
sure to get a snowsuit that has covers for both their hands and feet.

Socks
Yes, baby socks are so cute... but don’t bother :)  As soon as they can reach, they will 
pull them off, if they haven’t fallen off on their own. And then I worry about a choking 
hazard. Get socks a few sizes too big - don’t worry, they’ll grow into them in a matter of 
weeks as it is. Or better yet, if you want to keep your baby’s feet warm, get tights!
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